INTRODUCING LUMATO
Architectural Linear Fixtures
CT Lighting Sales is excited to introduce their newest
line, Lumato. Lumato is based out of Houston, TX
and produces linear LED lighting solutions designed
to enhance the visual quality of architectural spaces.
Lumato focuses on creating their vision of Light
Without Boundaries™ though their three key aspects:
Quality of light, flexibility and craft. Lumato is able
to create a high quality of light through optimal
distribution, which provides consistent illumination
through a space, while providing a comfortable visual
environment through proper direct-indirect illumination.
Lumato divides their product line into three
categories: Suspended, Wall and Recessed. Within
these categories are form-factors that are the same
dimensions across their platform of products,
allowing for similar fixture form with different
outputs and distributions.

SERIES FORM

W X H (IN)

SUSPENDED

WALL

SQ2

2.5” X 2.5”

YES

YES

SQ5

5” X 5”

YES

B25

2.5” X 5”

YES

PL5N

5” X 2.5”

YES

PL5W

5” X 2.5”

YES

PL7W

7.5” X 2.5”

YES

R3

2.9” LENS

RECESSED

YES

YES
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Lumato’s fixtures are crafted from an Extruded Aluminum 6063T5 alloy housing with steel internal components. The suspended
fixture features a Sure-Fit alignment system designed to create
straighter rows and minimize visual seams, and a HiddenConnect for hanging cable that recesses into the fixture to allow
for a clean finished look. The fixtures are available in a white,
silver, or charcoal gray finish (standard) and can be custom
painted for select applications.

All Fixtures are available in 3000, 3500, and 4000k and are within
a 2.5-step MacAdam Ellipse. They come standard in 80+ CRI and
can be custom manufactured with a 90+ CRI option. Each fixture
comes with 0-10v dimming standard. Many of the fixtures can
reach efficacy of up to 100 LPW, depending on the configuration.
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